Among the Turkic languages the Tuva language possesses the largest number of Mongolian loanwords. This paper tries to prove that unilateral bilinguism played the decisive role in bringing about this phenomenon. The author illustrates the intensity of the Mongolian influence by using linguistic criteria. Then two types of loanwords are presented. The loanwords of the first group were borrowed twice from Mongolian, while in the second group Mongolian loanwords were borrowed despite the fact than an original Turkic word with the same meaning had already existed.
Acta Orient. Hung. 59, 2006 veals the features of Tuva folk-poetry (Kuular 1961, p. 195) . In sum, the Tuva-Mongol contacts were very intensive, covering all aspects of the life of the Tuva people.
The presentation of this intensive Mongol influence as reflected by the Mongolian loanwords of the Tuva language has been the main goal of my PhD dissertation. Out of the approximately 1500 Mongolian loanwords in the Tuva language, about 1400 are discussed. As a result of this work, relying on linguistic criteria I have succeeded in separating an earlier and a later layer. Within the later layer, there is a possibility to make distinction between Khalkha, Buryat and Oirat loanwords.
There is a special group of loanwords of Mongolian origin in Tuva, for which I cannot ascertain when and which Mongolian language they were taken from.
Words that reflect an archaic Mongol form are considered to be "older" ones. Having entered the Tuva language generally they fully adapted the phonetic rules of the Tuva language. In contrast, loanwords form the modern layers entered the Tuva language only after certain linguistic changes had already been accomplished there.
In my paper I will present two groups of examples to illustrate the intensity of the Mongol influence. In the first group there are five words, which although with different meanings, were borrowed twice by the Tuva language from Mongolian. In the second group I will present loanwords borrowed from Mongolian despite the fact that the Tuva language had an original Turkic word with the same meaning. This group may be divided into three sub-groups. In the first group, it is noteworthy that the same Mongolian phoneme behaves differently, depending on the time of borrowing.
I. Words borrowed twice by the Tuva language

1.
The Mongolian word čaġan 'white; light (of colour); the white of an egg or of the eye' entered the Tuva language in two different forms: šagā and sagān. a.
In the case of šagā 'ust. novogodnij prazdnik (prazdnovalsja v fevrale)', 2 the change of *č-> š-is a regular phenomenon of the Tuva language, showing that the word belongs to the earlier layer. For example:
Old-Turkic čaq-'to strike fire (with a flint and steel); (of a snake or scorpion) to bite, sting' (ED 405b) > Tuva šak-'čirkat´ (spičkoj), vysekat´ kresalom ogon´'; Old-Turkic čap-'an onomatopoetic verb with several meanings both Trans. and Intrans., the only connecting link between which seems to be that they all describe noisy action' (ED 394a) > Tuva šap-'skakat´ na kone; napadat´ (obyčno o žerebce i verbljude); bit´, udarjat´'; Old-Turkic čolpan 'the planet Venus' > Tuva šolban 'jarkaja zvezda (napr. Venera); peren. majak, peredovik proizvodstva'; b.
In contrast, the change of *č-to s-in the word sagān 'belyj, sedoj, sivyj; belok' is peculiar to the Buriat language, placing this word in the later layer. For example:
Acta Orient. Hung. 59, 2006 Tuva Literary Mongolian jodoγ ~ jodaγ 'a tight jacket worn by Mongolian wrestlers' < jodo-'to beat, hit', Khalkha jodog 'special´naja odežda borcov, sostojaščaja iz rukavov i uzkoj spinki', Oirat dzodag; The presence of initial s-in the Tuva equivalents of the Old-Turkic words yultuz 'star' and yastuq 'pillow' belong to the unsolved problems of Turcology 4 . The Mongolian loanwords bring us closer to a solution because they show that the Tuva words may be loanwords from a certain Turkic language which preserved the initial j-: Old-Turkic *y-> *j-> Tuva s-5 : Old-Turkic yultuz 'star' (ED 922b) > Tuva sïldïs 'zvezda'; Old-Turkic yastuq 'something propped up; pillow' (ED 974a) > Tuva sïstïk 'poduška; podstavka, upor';
3.
The next example comprises a base-verb and one of its Mongolian derivatives. a.
Tuva čada-'ne moč´, ne byt´ v sostojanii, ne udavat´sja' ← Mongolian yada-'to have no strength or power; to exhaust; to be in need; to suffer; to be unable'. The Tuva initial č-, reflecting the Mongolian y-is a regular phenomenon in the earlier layer. For example:
Old-Turkic yïl 'year' (ED 917a) > Tuva čïl 'god, leta'; Old-Turkic yǖz '100' (ED 983a) > Tuva čüs 'sto, sotnja'; Acta Orient. Hung. 59, 2006 Old-Turkic yāz 'summer' (ED 982b) > Tuva čas 'vesna'. b.
Tuva yadara-'bednet´, niščit´, stanovit´sja bednym, niščim, razorjat´sja' ← Mongolian yadara-'to be unable to try in vain; to be tired, exhausted; to succumb (with fatigue), break down (with fatigue); to be reduced to poverty; to need urgently' (*yada-rA-Intransitive Dev.V.). In contrast, the Tuva verb yadara-preserves the Mongolian initial y-, showing that the word entered the Tuva language after the change of the initial y-to č-had ended.
4.
Maybe the two different forms of the Mongolian word qajiġu 'side, flank, near' are not the results of two different borrowings. Nevertheless, for semantic reasons I discuss them as two different words. a.
Tuva word xayï& 'raspoložennyj v storone ot čego-libo, nahodjaščijsja vdaleke; zaholustnyj' belongs to the earlier layer, because in some cases in the Tuva language the sound ž in an intervocalic position alternates with y. For example: Tuva dažïrgan ~ dayïrgan 'taežnaja piščuha (Certhia)'; Tuva kažañ ~ kayañ 'droblennaja krupa (iz žarennoj pšenicy ili jačmenja)'; Tuva čažïg 'bryzgi': cf. čayïk 'liven´'; b.
I list the Tuva word xažï& 'storona, bok, bokovaja storona; nahodjaščijsja v storone' in the earlier layer too in accordance with the long vowel. In the Tuva language, the quality of the long vowel in the place of the juncture VCV depends on the first vowel, whereas in Mongolian it depends on the second. 6 The long ï& of Tuva words shows that the word entered the Tuva language before the development of the long vowel in Mongolian. The question arises how to explain this phenomenon. In certain cases, tabooistic reasons might be suggested, as with animal names (bear, hare and owl) and international "culture-words" (vein, silver, axe). But the main reason for borrowing a Mongolian word, while the original Turkic word was also preserved, lies in intense bilinguism.
III. Compound words
The strength of bilinguism can also be observed in the following group of Tuva compound words, constructed from synonymous word pairs: one member of the compound is Turkic, while the other is Mongolian. For example: 'heavy; difficult' ār-berge ← Old-Turkic aġïr 'heavy' (ED 88b) + Mongolian:
Literary Mongolian berke 'difficult, hard; burdensome, troublesome; complicated, serious; difficulty, hardship; trouble';
